The Amarillo District has requested the following actions: (1) designation of SL 335 on a new location from 0.5 miles south of SW 9th Street southwestward to I-40, a distance of approximately 1.4 miles; (2) designation of SL 335 along Helium Road from I-40 southward to FM 2186, a distance of approximately 5.2 miles; (3) redesignation of a segment of FM 2186 as SL 335 from Helium Road eastward to the intersection of existing SL 335, a distance of approximately 1.0 mile; and (4) redesignation of a segment of existing SL 335 as FM 2590 (along Soncy Road) from approximately 0.5 miles south of SW 9th Street southward to the intersection of FM 2186, a distance of approximately 5.6 miles.

Pursuant to Texas Transportation Code, §§201.103 and 221.001, the executive director of the Texas Department of Transportation has recommended these actions.

The Texas Transportation Commission (commission) finds that these actions will facilitate the flow of traffic, promote public safety, and maintain continuity of the state highway system and are necessary for the proper development and operation of the system.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED by the commission that: (1) SL 335 is designated on a new location from 0.5 miles south of SW 9th Street southwestward to I-40, a distance of approximately 1.4 miles; (2) SL 335 is designated along Helium Road from I-40 southward to FM 2186, a distance of approximately 5.2 miles; (3) a segment of FM 2186 is redesignated as SL 335 from Helium Road eastward to the intersection of existing SL 335, a distance of approximately 1.0 mile; and (4) a segment of existing SL 335 is redesignated as FM 2590 (along Soncy Road) from approximately 0.5 miles south of SW 9th Street southward to the intersection of FM 2186, a distance of approximately 5.6 miles, as shown in Exhibit A.
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